To provide the simulator with the sensation of aircraft movement, the cabin and display structure are usually mounted on six hydraulic rams called motion jacks. These jack are individually controlled by the computer to move the cabin in the appropriate direction and work in unison to produce convincing motions cues.

A motion cue is not always a sustained action of the aircraft. In other words, because the jacks usually have a maximum travel of about 60 inches, it is impossible to sustain a 2g turn by the continuing extension or retraction of the jack; they are just not that long!. What actually happens in say a turn motion cue, is that the simulator will commence the bank with full gusto to produce the initial sensation of the motion and then slow the extension or retraction of the jack before it reaches the limit of its travel. It then attempts to return to a neutral, half way point along its travel so that it will be ready for the next motion cue. This gradual slowing and return to the centre position of travel, is called "washout". It is done slowly enough so that the occupants do not detect what has happened.

What really makes the motion cue effective is the effect that a visual system perfectly coordinated with the cue will convince the mind that the aircraft is really turning regardless of the fact that the actual G forces usually experienced in a aircraft motion have diminished to nothing. While there may be no more motion happening, the mind still believes that a tight 2 G turn is in progress.

Other motion cues can be sustained such as acceleration and rotation during takeoff. Acceleration is produced by retracting the rear jacks, extending the front jacks while moving the simulator forward for a few feet. This makes the sim sit back on its haunches and the natural position of being leaned back in ones seat induced you to think that sustained acceleration is taking place. The reverse goes for braking and deceleration.

Pitch cue: When ever you accelerate or brake in an aircraft, you will feel the effects of your own body's inertia. This motion can be replicated by either tilting you back (accelerate) or tilting you forward (braking) in varying degrees depending on how intense an effect is to be produced. While this might seem pretty basic, there is something else that must be done to complete the cue. If you imagine yourself in a sealed box that was able to tilt forward and backward with no external visual clues, you would soon detect that you are pitching about an axis located under your seat. This would destroy or lessen the effect that you were actually changing speed in your aircraft (sim) and your inner ear would detect a rise and fall as you were tilting forward or back. To counter this effect on say a full power takeoff roll, the 6 DOF simulator's motion system combines the 2 movements of surge (discussed later) and pitch to move the sim forward rapidly and then pitch upward all in one smooth motion. Unlike most of the other cues, accelerating and braking can be sustained without fear if reaching the limits of the motion jacks (hydraulic rams).

Yaw cue: This cue is very similar to the sway cue, but has a distinct difference. A yaw cue pivots the cockpit around an imaginary point supposedly at the centre of lift. For the purposes of our discussion this imaginary vertical pivot point could be about 10 to 20 or so metres behind the cockpit where the wings would be on a real aircraft. If you were standing outside the sim during the yawing cue, you would see the cockpit structure twisting left to right as the rudder pedals were pumped back and forward. One of the major problems with simulating this aircraft movement is a phenomenon known as simulator sickness. This is where the visual cues do not match the motion occurring and the occupants rapidly become nauseous.
Roll cue: This is a fairly elementary motion cue and is produced by leaning the sim either left or right depending on the direction the aircraft is turning. Because a turn should always be in balance, this cue is reasonably un complex and places little demand on the hydraulic system. When it does become complex is when the pilot makes a more radical turn that becomes unbalanced and may produce some G forces. In this case, some heave or drop is added to the cue to intensify the perception of an out of balance turn. 

Surge cue: Externally surge looks like the sim is travelling rapidly either forward or backward along a level line parallel to the ground. It is more a "helper" cue that is added to the above 3 cues to enhance the effect. About the only time surge is used alone would be in the following scenario. Imagine you are taxiing a normal speed and you decide to stand on the brakes to halt your progress. The logical cue to produce this effect would be pitch, right? Unfortunately, pitch would produce a slow nose down action that would be detected by the occupants of the sim and would not replicate the stabbing action of the brakes. This is where surge comes in. By rapidly moving the simulator backwards and adding a slight nose down cue at the end of the motion, the pilots feel that their aircraft has slowed down by the effects of the brakes.

Heave cue: Heave takes place along the vertical axis of the simulator and is used to produce flying phenomenon such as air pockets, sudden lift and all those motions that require the occupants to feel sudden vertical movement. Heave should not be confused with pitch which involves the simulator to revolve around a horizontal, latitudinal axis.

Sway cue: Last but no least, sway is more a cue that is used to enhance the effects of taxiing and ground movements. It is produced to moving the simulator structure left and right along the latitudinal axis. Unlike yaw, sway does not change the forward direction of the sim, but merely sways it left and right. The sway cue would really get a workout when the tiller is not being used smoothly or during the early stages of a takeoff roll if the pilot is overcorrecting runway alignment.

